All of these are Shlooms

Which of these are Shlooms?

All of these are Gigs

Which of these are Gigs?

None of these is a Shloom

None of these is a Gig
CREATURES - CARD 3 - Wibbles

All of these are Wibbles

None of these is a Wibble

Which of these are Wibbles?

CREATURES - CARD 4 - Bleeps

All of these are Bleeps

None of these is a Bleep

Which of these are Bleeps?
CREATURES - CARD 5 - Jexums

All of these are Jexums

None of these is a Jexum

Which of these are Jexums?

CREATURES - CARD 6 - Gruffles

All of these are Gruffles

None of these is a Gruffle

Which of these are Gruffles?
All of these are Mollinarks.

None of these is a Mollinark.

Which of these are Mollinarks?

All of these are Snorps.

None of these is a Snorp.

Which of these are Snorps?
All of these are Skints

None of these is a Skint

Which of these are Skints?

All of these are Mokes

None of these is a Moke

Which of these are Mokes?
CREATURES - CARD 11 - Fubbyloofers

All of these are Fubbyloofers

None of these is a Fubbyloofers

Which of these are Fubbyloofers?

CREATURES - CARD 12 - Norleys

All of these are Norleys

None of these is a Norley

Which of these are Norleys?
All of these are Quarks

None of these is a Quark

Which of these are Quarks?
CREATURES - CARD 15 - Trugs

All of these are Trugs

None of these is a Trug

Which of these are Trugs?